A nonparametric bootstrap procedure is proposed for stochastic processes which follow a general autoregressive structure. The procedure generates bootstrap replicates by locally resampling the original set of observations reproducing automatically its dependence properties. It avoids an initial nonparametric estimation of process characteristics in order to generate the pseudo-time series and the bootstrap replicates mimic several of the properties of the original process. Applications of the procedure in nonlinear time series analysis are considered and theoretically justi ed; some simulated and real data examples are discussed.
Introduction
The present paper introduces a new resampling procedure, namely the local bootstrap, which i s applicable in the setting of strictly stationary, real valued stochastic processes fX t ; t = 1 ; 2 ; : : : g that follow a general nite order Markovian structure, i.e, a dependence structure where for every t 2 N and every Borel set A R, X t depends on the past only through the previous p values, i.e., PX t+1 2 AjX j ; j t = P X t +1 2 AjX j ; t , p + 1 j t :
Although the class of processes to which our procedure is applicable will be more precisely described in the next section, we mention here that it is large enough to include several of the commonly used nonlinear models in time series analysis. An important member of this class is, for instance, the class of nonlinear, conditionally heteroscedastic, autoregressive processes de ned by X t = mX t,1 ; X t , 2 ; : : : ; X t , p + v X t , 1 ; X t , 2 ; : : : ; X t , p " t t = 1 ; 2 ; : : : 1 where the noise process f" t ; t 1 gis a sequence of i.i.d. zero mean random variables satisfying certain assumptions and m and v are smooth functions generally unknown. Note that model 1 includes several of the familiar nonlinear parametric models; see Tong 1990 and Tj stheim 1994 for details. However, 1 is not explicitly assumed in the following, i.e., the Markov class of processes to which our procedure is applicable is richer than model 1.
The local bootstrap scheme proposed in this paper involves resampling the original data points X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X T to form pseudoseries X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X T from which the statistics of interest are recalculated. The idea underlying the resampling procedure proposed is very simple and extends in a natural way the original idea of bootstrapping i.i.d. observations. In particular, let p = 1 and assume that the bootstrap value X t has already been generated, i.e., assume that X t = x where x 2 f X 2 ; X 3 ; : : : ; X T g . T o obtain the next bootstrap value X t+1 we proceed by assigning resampling probabilities p j X t 0 t o e a c h of the observed values X j , j = 2 ; 3 ; : : : ; T such that P T j=2 p j X t = 1. The bootstrap replicate X t+1 is then obtained by selecting randomly one of the observed values according to these resampling probabilities. While in the i.i.d. case p j X t = T , 1 ,1 is an appropriate choice in our Markov case it is more natural to let the resampling probability assigned to the observation X j to depend on the closeness of its preceding value X j,1 in the original data sequence to the value assumed by X Bootstrapping time series data has received considerable interest in recent y ears. As a follow-up to the i.i.d. bootstrap of Efron 1979 , several di erent approaches for bootstrapping stationary observations have been proposed in the literature. Let us just mention here among others, the`residual bootstrap' cf. Freedman 1984, Efron and Tibshirani 1986 , the block bootstrap cf. K unsch 1989, Liu and Singh 1992 , the stationary bootstrap cf. Politis and Romano 1994 , the frequency domain bootstrap cf. Franke and H ardle 1992 ; see Shao and Tu 1995 for an overview of those methods.
The local bootstrap proposal of this paper is perhaps more akin to a bootstrap procedure for rst order Markov processes suggested by Rajarshi 1990 . In that procedure bootstrap replicates are obtained by using the nonparametrically estimated one-step transition density function. To be more precise, for p = 1 and X t given, a subsequent v alue X t+1 is obtained as X t+1 f X t+1 jXt j X t wheref X t+1 jXt j X t is a nonparametric kernel estimator of the unknown conditional density function f X t+1 jXt j X t of the process. Compared to the bootstrap procedure of Rajarshi 1990 , the local resampling procedure proposed in this paper is simpler, easier to implement and avoids the nonparametric estimation of the conditional density f X t+1 jXt jX t . In essence, our local bootstrap implicitly performs an estimation of the one-step transition distribution as opposed to Rajarshi's 1990 explicit estimation of the transition density by nonparametric smoothing of the transition distribution. We show that, similarly to the question to smooth or not to smooth" in the classical i.i.d. bootstrap cf. Efron and Tibshirani, 1993 , and the references therein, this extra smoothing is typically unnecessary for the bootstrap to work in the Markovian case. As an added feature, our local bootstrap pseudo-series consist of particular reshu ings of the original data points, the reshu ing being done of course according to a particular probability mechanism. This constitutes a further similarity of the local bootstrap to Efron's 1979 resampling of residuals but involves resampling the original data points to form the pseudo-time series. Again, it has the advantage of side-stepping such initial smoothing problems, and at the same time it is valid for a class of stochastic processes that is wider than 1. As a nal point, note that the local bootstrap is related to the resampling algorithms proposed by Shi 1991 in the context of i.i.d. regression, by F alk and Reiss 1992 in the context of bootstrapping conditional curves and in an ad hoc manner by Lall and Sharman 1996 in the context of hydrological time series, and by Chan et al. 1997 in the context of ecological series. The paper proceeds as follows. In section 2 the local resampling method is described. Its nite sample as well as its asymptotic properties are discussed in great detail in section 3. The properties of the local bootstrap derived in this section make it potentially applicable to a variety of inference problems. Section 4 deals with such applications of the local bootstrap; here the resampling procedure proposed is used to conduct statistical inference pertaining to linear statistics, as well as analyze the lag-reversibility properties of a time series. Some practical aspects of selecting the resampling parameters |in particular the resampling width b| are discussed in section 5. Applications to simulated and real data are given in this section as well. Section 6 contains some concluding remarks while all technical proofs are deferred to the Appendix.
2 The Local Bootstrap for Markov processes
Basic Notation and Assumptions
We begin with an assumption which speci es precisely the class of stochastic process fX t ; t 1 g considered.
A1
There exists a positive i n teger p 1 such that the stochastic process Y = fY t ; t 1 g with Y t de ned by Y t = X t ; X t , 1 ; : : : ; X t , p +1 ; forms an aperiodic, strictly stationary and geometrically ergodic Markov c hain on R p ; B p ; B p denotes the Borel -algebra over R p .
We assume that the integer p is the smallest possible for which A1 is satis ed. Note that the aperiodicity assumption together with geometric ergodicity implies that a unique invariant probability measure Y on R p exists, which is the stationary distribution of Y. The assumption of strict stationarity implies then that LY 1 = Y where LY 1 denotes the law of the starting value Y 1 = X 1 ; X 0 ; : : : ; X 2 , p . Furthermore, geometric ergodicity together with stationarity implies that the Markov c hain fX t ; t 1 gis geometrically strong mixing i.e., -mixing, since it is geometrically absolutely regular i.e., -mixing; cf. Doukhan 1995, Ch. 2.4. Assumption A1 is general enough in that it is ful lled by several of the commonly used nonlinear time series models. In fact, there is a large amount of literature dealing with stationarity and geometric ergodicity results for di erent nonlinear time series models that admit a Markovian dependence structure; cf., among others, Tong 1990 Note that the compactness of the support of f in A3 is a rather technical assumption that can be weakened by simultaneously strengthening other requirements; see Remark 3.2 for a discussion of this point.
To set up the local resampling procedure, we rst introduce a resampling kernel W, i.e., an appropriate probability density o n R p , which is used in local resampling of the observations. This resampling kernel satis es the following assumptions. B1 W is a bounded, rst order Lipschitz continuous and symmetric probability density o n R p satisfying Wu 0 for all u. F urthermore, R uWudu = 0 and R kukWudu 1. For any real number c 0 w e set in the following W c = c , p W =c. Furthermore, the notations f and fjx for the stationary density f Y and the one-step transition density f X t+1 jYt jx will be also used in the sequel as convenient short-hands.
The Local Resampling Scheme
The resampling algorithm proposed generates bootstrap pseudo-series X 1 ; X Example 2.1: Before proceeding with the properties of the local resampling procedure and for the purposes of illustration we apply it to the well-known series of W olfer sunspot numbers; cf. Tong 1990 for a description and discussion of this famous series. Figure 1 shows the original series and a bootstrap replicate obtained using Y p = Y p , an autoregressive order of p = 9, the Gaussian product kernel as resampling kernel and a resampling width b according to equation 13 in Section 5. Note that an autoregressive order of p = 9 has been suggested as appropriate for this series by Tj stheim and Auestad 1994. As it is seen from this gure, the local bootstrap procedure manages to reproduce quite satisfactorily the main characteristics of this series. According to the proposed resampling scheme, for any xed length T of the observed series, the sequence of bootstrap random variables fX t ; t = 1 ; 2 ; : : : gevolves through the`numbered states' X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X T following a certain dependence autoregressive structure. In particular, we h a v e for any positive i n teger N p and any set fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; : : : ; x N gwith x i 2 f X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X T gthat 3.2 Case of Increasing T Our discussion was so far restricted to the case of a xed length T of the observed series. We now turn to the probabilistic properties of the bootstrap process fX t ; t 1 gas the length T of the observed series increases. The asymptotic results obtained in the following are derived under the assumption that the local neighborhood from which observations are resampled is getting narrower as the sample sizes increases but in such a w a y that the number of observations`falling' in this neighborhood increases to in nity. T o be more precise, we assume that B2 b T , with 0 1 = 2p.
As usual, the notation b T , means that constants c 1 and c 2 exist such that 0 c 1 bT c 2 1 for all T large enough.
Consider rst the behavior of the one-step transition distribution function F T yjx = P X The importance of the above result lies in the fact that, apart from the choice of the initial values, the statistical model associated with fX t ; t1 gis completely speci ed by means of the one-step transition distribution function Fyjx. In fact, Fyjx together with the Markov property determines uniquely all the nite-dimensional distributions and therefore the whole dependence structure of fX t ; t1 g .Similarly, the whole dependence structure of the local bootstrap series is determined by the bootstrap one-step transition distribution function F T jx. Now, since under our assumptions, F T yjx ! Fyjx strongly and uniformly in both arguments as T ! 1 , the above result justi es theoretically the use of the local bootstrap series in order to reproduce the dependence characteristics of the stochastic process generating the observations. This implies that in case of an unbounded support of f and in order to obtain an asymptotically valid procedure, resampling should be done from a`truncated' sequence of observations, denoted by e X 1 ; e X 2 ; : : : ; e X T , where e X t = X t if jX t j R T and e X t = sgnX t R T if jX t j R T and where the truncation level R T tends to 1 at the rate given above a s T ! 1 . W e stress here the fact that such a truncation changes solely the state space of the bootstrap Markov c hain and does not a ect its Markov properties and characteristics. Note that once a bootstrap realization has been obtained, the pseudo-observations X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X N can be used to recalculate statistics of interest. In order to be able to obtain asymptotic bounds of covariances and to establish the large sample validity of the local bootstrap for a large class of statistical inference problems, we c haracterize in the following the asymptotic behavior of the weak dependence of the local bootstrap series by means of the -mixing coe cient. This coe cient is de ned as follows: Let fZ t ; t2N gbe a sequence of random variables and let F J 1 = Z k ; 1 k J and F 1 J+n = Z k ; J+ nk 1 be the -algebras generated by Z 1 ; Z 2 ; : : : ; Z J and Z J+n ; Z J + n +1 ; : : : respectively. The -mixing coe cient is the de ned by n = sup Theorem 3.4 Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 and conditionally on X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X T , T 0 2Nexists such that for all T T 0 the -mixing coe cient of the bootstrap series fX t ; t 1 gsatis es T n n , where the constant 2 0; 1 is independent of T. where g : R m ! R is a continuous function and m 2 N. To simplify notation, let Z t = gX t ; X t +1 ; : : : ; X t + m , 1 and denote by g the mean g = E Z t which is assumed to exist.
Under our assumptions on the process fX t g and if EjZ t j , for s = 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; T, 1, and where X = T ,1 P T t=1 X t is the sample mean;
we address this important example in the simulations of Section 5.
Bootstrapping Some Statistics Useful in Detecting Time Reversibility
A c haracterization of stationary linear Gaussian time series fX t ; t2Z gis time reversibility, i.e., the property that for every integer r and for all integers t 1 ; t 2 ; : : : ; t n , the random vectors X t 1 ; X t 2 ; : : : ; X t r and X ,t 1 ; X , t 2 ; : : : ; X , t r have the same joint probability distributions.
In fact, Weiss 1975 showed that autoregressive processes satisfying X t = P p i=1 a i X t,i + " t for some white noise sequence f" t g are time reversible if and only if they are Gaussian, i.e., if and only if f" t g is a Gaussian sequence. Thus detecting time reversibility is an important aspect of time series analysis. To a v oid the complexity in the de nition of time reversibility which i s due to the fact that properties of a sequence of multivariate distributions are involved, statistics of less general form have been considered in the literature; cf. Tong 1990 , Lawrence 1991 , Tsay 1992 . In the following we concentrate on bivariate distributions and on the so-called lag reversibility, i.e., the property that in the presence of time reversibility the joint distributions of X t ; X t , r and X t,r ; X t are equal for all t and all r = 1 ; 2 ; : : : .Note that by A2 the random vector X t ; X t , r has an absolutely continuous distribution. Since in the presence of lag reversibility the random variable D t;r = X t , X t,r has a symmetric distribution, this implies PD t;r 0 = PD t;r 0 = 1=2.
Given observations X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : ; X T a simple estimator of P r PD t;r 0 is given bŷ P r = T , r , 1 P T t = r +1 ID t;r where ID t;r = 1 i f D t;r 0 and ID t;r = 0 i f D t;r 0. Note here that, since the X t random variables have densities, we can safely ignore the case D t;r = 0 since it happens with probability zero; otherwise, the divisor ofP r should be corrected to e T , r where e T = T , ft : D t;r = 0 g . Note also that since fX t g is ergodic,P r ! EP r = P r a.s. as T ! 1 . T o discuss in more detail the sampling properties ofP r consider the random variable I t;r = ID t;r . Straightforward calculations yield T , rV a r P r =V a r I r +1;r + 2 T , r , 1 By the properties of fX t g, the process fI t;r ; tr + 1 g is strictly stationary and ergodic. Furthermore, fI t;r ; t r +1gis strongly mixing with geometrically decreasing mixing coe cient, i.e. for n r+1 we h a v e I n = X n , r where I and X denote the strong mixing coe cient of fI t;r g and fX t g respectively. T h us for 0 P D r +1;r 0 1 a simple application of Theorem 1.6 of Ibragimov 1962 yields that T , rV a r P r ! r ; 1 : It is worth mentioning here that despite the above asymptotic result and for T given, the statistiĉ P r has a discrete distribution the support of which is the set fi=T , r; i = 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; T, r g .
The conditional distributions involved in the expression of the asymptotic variance 2 r;1 given above, are di cult to calculate in practice, making the established asymptotic result of limited value for practical applications, e.g., for the construction of large sample con dence intervals for 
Practical Aspects and Examples

Some Remarks on Choosing the Resampling Parameters
The asymptotic results in the previous section have been obtained under certain assumptions on the resampling kernel W and the assumption that the resampling width b goes to zero as T ! 1 . H o w ever, and for a given sample size T at hand, some decisions have to be made before applying the local bootstrap procedure in practice. In particular, the practitioner is faced with choosing the resampling kernel W and the resampling width b. As in nonparametric function estimation, the choice of the resampling width b seems to be even more important and more di cult than the choice of the resampling kernel. Recall that in the local resampling scheme, Since the above expression depends on unknown quantities further work is needed for achieving a practical width selection procedure. One approach, although computationally cumbersome, will be to substitute the unknown quantities in 12 by some nonparametric pilot estimators.
An alternative approach will be to consider a cross validation rule for selecting b as in H ardle and Vieu 1992 and Kim and Cox 1996.
A di erent approach for selecting b that may prove quite appealing in practice can be obtained by the following considerations. Although time series fX t g is generally nonlinear we may attempt for the purposes of getting a rough estimate of the value of b which minimizes 12 to t a linear model to our data as an approximation. A simple rule-of-thumb approach for selecting b that also simpli es the calculations considerably is then obtained if we assume that X t = P p i=1 a i X t,i + " t with f" t g an i.i.d. sequence. For this particular case and under the simplifying assumption that " t N0; udu, C 1 x = a , , 1 p x , and C 2 = a a. Here = ; ; : : : ; , =E X t , a = a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a p and , p is the p p matrix having the process autocovariance i , j = E X t , j , X t,i , in the i; jth position. Note that a sample versionb AR x of b AR x is easily obtained by tting the imposed linear structure to the data and replacing the unknown quantities in 13 by the corresponding sample estimates. The resampling width b AR x given in 13 can now be used in general situations as a crude approximation to the minimizer of 12. Compared to the approaches mentioned previously, such a rule-of-thumb selection of the resampling width b has the advantage of possessing simplicity and of requiring little programming e ort; cf. Fan and Gijbels 1996 for similar approaches in a di erent context.
Numerical Examples
In this section, some simulated and real data examples are used in order to demonstrate the nite sample behavior of the local bootstrap proposal. t,1 gX t,2 + " t , where the errors f" t g are i.i.d., and the fu t g are i.i.d. as well. The distribution of the " t is Gaussian 0; 1, while that of u t is a mixture of 90 Gaussian ,1; 1 and 10 Gaussian 9; 1.
The AR and NLAR model have been used by Chen and Tsay 1993 while the EXP model by Auestad and Tj stheim 1990 . Note that the AR model is time reversible while the ARC model not.
To gauge the ability of the local resampling scheme to estimate the standard deviation of the sample lag reversibility coe cientsP r , T able 1 is presented that shows the results obtained for the standard deviations 1;T and 2;T ofP 1 andP 2 respectively. The exact" value of these standard deviations has been estimated using 5000 replications of the models considered while the bootstrap estimates are based on B = 250 bootstrap replications. The Gaussian product kernel and a resampling width selection based on equation 13 have been used to obtain the bootstrap replicates. Reported in Table 1 , are mean values and standard errors of the bootstrap estimates based on 400 trials. Table 1 about here Table 2 shows the results obtained in using the local bootstrap to estimate the standard deviation of the sample lag 1 autocorrelation coe cient r 1 = P T , 1 t =1 X t , XX t+1 , of nonlinearity. F or this series, we apply the local resampling scheme with p = 9, the Gaussian resampling kernel and a resampling width selected according to 13; cf. also Example 2.1.
Note that to calculate 13, a linear autoregressive process of order p = 9 has been tted to the data using the Durbin-Levinson algorithm, cf. Brockwell and Davis 1987. To get an overall impression of the lag reversibility behavior of this series and to demonstrate the directionality apparent in this series, Figure 3 shows a lag reversibility plot, i.e., a plot of the estimated In this paper, we i n troduced a new nonparametric resampling procedure, i.e., the local bootstrap, which is applicable to stationary stochastic processes that are essentially Markov of general order p. The local bootstrap manages to create bootstrap pseudo-series by implicitly imitating the Markov property of the process without explicit nonparametric estimation of the transition probability measure. Similarly, if the process in question is assumed to be generated by the nonlinear autoregression 1 with conditional mean and variance given by the unknown functions m and v, the local bootstrap "works" without explicit nonparametric estimation of m and v and residual resampling. Also noteworthy is the fact that, as in the classical i.i.d. bootstrap of Efron 1979, the bootstrap pseudo-series consist of particular reshu ings of the original data points X 1 ; :::; X T . The assumption of a Markov dependence of order p is satis ed by a great class of nonlinear models that are of interest in the time series literature; see e.g. Tong 1990 . Thus our procedure is potentially applicable to a large variety of statistical inference problems in nonlinear time series analysis. In this paper, we h a v e focused on some speci c applications for which the asymptotic validity of the local bootstrap procedure has been established. We h a v e also presented a limited number of real data and nite-sample simulations indicating the performance of the local bootstrap in such situations. T exists whose state space is restricted to E T and with transition probability matrix P E T , i.e., the restriction of the matrix P = P x ; z x;z2 e E T to the absorbing and communicating class E T . The positive recurrence of the chain is a simple consequence of jE T j 1 while the aperiodicity follows from 14 and the fact that by B1, for any l 2 such that P 1 j=1 j+1 l=2,1 j 1, where is the strong mixing coe cient o f f X t ; t 1 g and e C 0. Now, by the above c hoice of L T we get that in order for the Borel-Cantelli Lemma to apply, the condition l=2,l p, pp+ 1 1 should be satis ed, i.e., 
